
Pre-K & K Game Information

Game format: 4v4 (no goalkeepers)

Recommended formation: 1-3 (one sweeper and three attackers)

Work with the sweeper on playing just behind their
teammates to make sure the other team doesn't have a free
run at the goal if they win the ball. The sweeper should
follow the play down the field into the opponent's half, not
camp out in their own defensive area like a goalkeeper. The
goal is to keep sweepers involved in the play, approximately
five yards behind their teammates. Over time, players learn
not just the sweeper position, but that when they're not the
sweeper they're an attacker.

Game duration: 40 minutes (two 20-minute halves or four 10-minute quarters -- coaches decide together before the game)

Refereeing: A coach from each team should be out in their half, refereeing and running the game while coaching. Play should
be blown dead and restarted appropriately when the entire ball goes over the line out of touch and the players should receive
instructions on restarting play.

Kicko�s: All players should be in their own half on a kicko�. The player kicking o� should pass the ball to a nearby teammate
in the center circle. The away side gets first-half kicko�, and the home side second-half kicko�.

Restarts: Corners and goal kicks (with the defensive team retreating to their own half) when the ball goes out over the end
line. Kick-ins when the ball goes out of touch over the sideline.

Sideline: The team sideline and parent sideline should be on opposite sides. Set up cones on the team sideline for substitutes.

Substitutions: Ideally a second coach would be on the sideline, managing substitutes. Substitutions should happen during
stoppages in play, after getting the attention of the coach(es) on the field. Aim for equal playing time for all players, but
understand that you may see some players reluctant to play, and interest in playing may wane as the game goes on.

Recommended coaching prompts to use during games:
DRIVE - Dribble toward the goal when you get it.
RECOVER - Get back goal-side of the ball when possession is lost and try to win back the ball.
AWAY - Get the ball out of dangerous areas in front of your own goal with urgency -- by dribbling out or clearing it to safety.


